Acoustic Pinboard

Acoustic Pinboard is a 9mm thick decorative interior wall covering of woven polyester board available in black, white, and grey. The panels are highly durable, absorb noise, and are great as a pinboard. Acoustic boards provide an attractive sound solution to office spaces and interior design applications. Easily transform any vertical surface into a vibrant, noise reducing display pinboard.
PRODUCT SNAPSHOT

Sheet Size: 2400 x 1200mm / 1200 x 800mm

Thickness: 9mm

Density: 1700 grams per m²

Colour Options: White, Grey, Black

Fire Rating: BCA Group 3

KEY FEATURES:

• Light weight
• Strong and durable
• Cost effective
• Wall and ceiling compatible
• Ideal for commercial and domestic applications
• Stylish and easy to install
• Can be covered in fabric for a different look

INSTALLATION OPTIONS:

• Bond directly to surface using Maxbond, Liquidnails, No-More-Nails, etc
• Screw through to the surface
• Insert into a frame to hang

Can also be affixed behind perforated panels and under surfaces to decrease noise pollution.

APPLICATIONS:

• Pinboard or substrate for fabric covered pinboards
• Acoustic lining for sound absorption
• Impact board to reduce surface damage
• Meeting room walls
• Lecture Theatres
• Classroom walls
• Corridor walls
• Music rooms

• Children’s Nurseries
• Functions rooms
• Waiting rooms
• Work stations and office partitions
• Libraries
• Office fitouts
• Auditoriums

FINISHING:

Three colour options available; white, grey, and black (pictured below). For interior use only. Can be covered in fabric for a different look.
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